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PRAYER REQUESTS & PRAISES FOR AUGUST 7, 2013

Dear praying friends,

I’d like to share with you some current prayer requests as well as ask you to

join us in praising God for answers to prayer:

1. We feel humbled and very blessed that we have received 108% of our monthly support needs lately.

Thank you to each one who has sacrificed and given.

2. If the Lord wills, this Friday Bob Hitching and I will spend the day in NW

Croatia in a Bayash village, seeking to make contacts with Bayash

speakers whom we can employ to work on the translation team as

checkers. Please pray that the Lord will lead us to the right individuals,

those who know their language well, are motivated to see the Scriptures

translated into their language and who will be faithful to meet regularly

with me. The goal is to find three Bayash speakers who can meet with

me twice a month and work for several hours by reading through the

Bayash first draft and checking to make sure that the translation is clear, accurate and natural.

3. We estimate that it will cost about $7,000 for car, gas, food, lodging and payment of the translators over

the next few months. Please pray for the funding.

4. Pam and I received our 3 year visas (residency permit cards) in the mail!

5. Pray for progress for us learning Bayash (or more accurately, Slavic Ardjelan Bayash). This is a real

challenge since the speakers live 2 or more hours away from us (hence the trip this Friday to NW

Croatia), and the only grammar and dictionary for the dialect are in Hungarian, which we also need to

learn. Thankfully, Nancy and Bob Hitching have done a wonderful job writing up many of the lessons and

definitions in English, so Todd is working through that.

Thanks for praying. For more pictures, visit our first blog here. Todd
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